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it was very difficult for him to refuse the French alliance.
Frederick's     He waS fully alive tO the   danger of  accepting
perplexity, ft. The French might use him as a tool, and
then desert him, as they had deserted Stanislaus in his
Polish war. To accept it would be a wide departure
from the traditional policy of his house, but he could
hardly dispense with French assistance unless he could
make an accommodation with Austria. Austria herself
was a power of vast resources if she only knew how to
use them, and it was not yet certain that several of the
guarantors of the Pragmatic Sanction would not come to
her rescue. England, he knew, would stand by her.
She had already supplied the money with which Neip-
perg's army was equipped.
Feeling that he might be attacked by a coalition,
Frederick was eagerly desirous of an honourable peace
with Austria. His terms were studiously moderate. He
would be content with Lower Silesia and Bres-
trie^make ^au? ^ same that he would have taken before
peace^with Mollwitz. His efforts were, however, in vain,
Austria.	7	'
though seconded by England, who was anxious
to restore harmony between the two German powers, and
to unite them against France. The Court of Vienna,
blind to or regardless of the dangers that surrounded it,
refused to conciliate this dangerous enemy, who might at
that time have been converted into a staunch friend.
Relying on Cardinal Fleury's known aversion to war, the
Austrian ministers still cherished the belief that France
would adhere to her guarantee.
When all hopes of a satisfactory peace with Austria
had been exhausted, Frederick entered into a defensive
Concludes alliance with France. The terms of the treaty
wkh^ance, were excee^ingty vague. The main points,
June 5. ' however, were as follows : France guaranteed
Lower Silesia and Breslau to Frederick, and Frederick

